
PHYS 526 Comments and responses

A selection of comments that have been submitted during the course, and my reaction to them. I have
paraphrased the comments so that the commenter can remain anonymous. Student comments in blue, my
responses are indented, and for context I’ve indicated when the comments were submitted.

(Chapter 1) A couple examples that compliment homework problems would be helpful

This is a common question, appearing in the survey responses for multiple chapters. I am steadily
trying to include more examples in the notes, but this is a work in progress.

(Chapter 1) Can you use Canvas?

I guess we can! Personally, I find canvas quite cumbersome to use as a teacher (much more than
just maintaining a separate simple website for the course). For the rest of the semester I’ll post
links on the canvas page.

(Chapter 1) The assignments per week are too much, and the homeworks are too hard! Can submit
homework every two weeks or have less homework.

I found this comment interesting, as it came at a time when, a few weeks into the semester, we
had only had a single homework due (already satisfying the request for homework every two weeks
or less!) Nevertheless, I have been trying to calibrate the difficulty of the homework problems
to take less time. This would be easier if there were 100 percent response rates to these surveys;
take the time to make the course better, and I’ll be very appreciative!

(Chapter 2) Dear Professor: your handwriting is hot garbage, and some symbols are hard to tell apart
when you’re writing a long equation.

I am trying to improve, slow down, and write more neatly. Please speak up when I write something
that you can’t understand!

(Chapter 2) The homework required more work than a week.

I...badly mis-calibrated problem set 2; when I wrote it I thought it would take less time than
problem set 1. I was very wrong.

(Chapter 2) Chapter 2 felt very dry; a large portion of it were a sequence of mathematical definitions,
and maybe mathematicians care about that but I’m a physicist. Perhaps we can see these ideas in action?

In future iterations of the course I will think hard about the section on probability. On the one
hand, I think we need to understand all of the definitions for this course (Statistical Physics does
require...statistics, after all), and I tried to show how these “dry” definitions can make contact
with the concept of entropy (both in the formal definitions and, for instance, in the example of
information entropy directly telling you about how much you can compress data). Nevertheless,
if you have more ideas about how to improve this section let me know!

(Chapter 3) The lectures were very dry in this section, and didn’t connect enough with the big picture.
The homework made a lot more sense, and I saw the connections afterwards. In summary, the lectures were
in one place and I was somewhere else, and the homework came too late to completely help.

I am very glad the homeworks helped solidify your understanding in this section – again, I will
think hard about how to improve the lectures for this chapter to better connect with the physical
content. At the same time, this course does have a certain number of technical derivations that
we need to get to. Any ideas on how to make these more technical sections less dry?

(Zoom vs recorded lectures) Why not have the usual 10am class, and record it, so that everybody wins?
I.e., people who want a live lecture can go to class, and those who want pre-recorded lectures can watch the
video! Isn’t it the same amount of work for you to do it this way?
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This was my hope! When I watched the recorded zoom session from Tuesday’s class, the recording
had a large part of the screen (where I was writing equations, etc.) cut off, making it unusable!
Given this, and given the reported majority preference in the class for pre-recorded lectures, I’ll
be switching to pre-recorded

(Zoom vs recorded lecture) I like that you split the lectures according to sections.

Thanks! I also think one advantage is that the recordings can be exactly as long as it takes me
to get through a topic, and since the sections form logical units I thought, “Why not upload a
video per section, rather than a video per 75 minutes?” Glad you agree

(Zoom vs recorded lectures) I would prefer (a) better handwriting and (b) no camera!

For part (a), I hear you, and I will try my best. Part of the challenge is that during the recording
sessions my computer occasionally starts to lag, and I find it hard to maintain penmanship when
there is a 0.3 second delay and sparse sampling of the pen input device. But I’ll keep trying to
write more slowly and more neatly.

For part (b), the current survey shows an 80% preference for having the camera during the
recordings. So, for now I’ll keep the camera, but if my computer keeps struggling while recording
I might get rid of it. For now, you can just enjoy the occasional 5-minute stretch where the
camera freezes while I make a strange face.

(Zoom vs recorded lectures) Have you considered using slides rather than writing by hand?

I have thought about this, but my instinct is that when clicking through slides it is too easy
to start going too fast, and to skip over some of the technical details which are important. I
think there is a way to do them well, but I would have had to started planning them before the
semester started to have enough time to put them together.
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